PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE

AFTERNOON COLLECTION OF STUDENTS
I wish to thank the majority of parents who have respected my request; and responded appropriately by entering the school premises no earlier than 2.45pm at the end of the school day to collect your children. Active supervision of all pre-schoolers is the responsibility of individual parents.

I seek your ongoing cooperation over this matter.

MUMS & GRAND MUMS AT SCHOOL
Our special morning at school last Friday was well attended and I thank staff for their organisation in ensuring that both parents and children had an enjoyable time together in classrooms.

My apologies for the discrepancy over the starting time.

NAPLAN
This Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday all students in Years 3 and 5 will be completing these national assessments in Literacy and Numeracy. Please ensure that your child arrives at school on time during the course of these assessments to enable sufficient time to be given for the administration of the papers.

Mike Watson
Principal
STAGE 1 (K – 2 ) COMMENDATIONS
Congratulations to these students who received awards last week. Well done!

**KC**
- Chloe Martin - beautiful letter formation
- Talaana Gabriel - great letter sounding in words

**K-1F**
- Anna Pugliese - great writing
- Tommey Clark - great enthusiasm towards learning

**1-2R**
- Elizabeth Zouait - wonderful reading
- Zak Oaklands - trying hard in his writing

**2W**
- Tyler Crnogorac - fantastic effort in maths
- Tristan Towner-Cohen - lovely bookwork

**2-3B**
- Stephanie Pemberton - working well in Literacy groups

STAGE 2 & 3 (YEARS 3-6) COMMENDATIONS
Congratulations to these students who received awards last week. Well done!

**2-3B**
- Bonny Xia - excellent results in weekly spelling

**4M**
- Gemma Whitmore - great effort in maths
- Paige Hottwagner - fantastic effort & dedication to her work

**5T**
- Darcy Martin - for expressing his ideas clearly and demonstrating sound comprehension skills
- Caitlin Brodie-Davies - an improved effort in all classroom activities

**6C**
- Dylan Heckenberg - excellent effort in class
- Kayleigh Sullivan - trying hard in maths

MOTOR NEURONE DISEASE STALL THURSDAY 15th MAY
Taine and Seth Nolan’s Poppa has been diagnosed with Motor Neurone Disease (MND). It’s a terminal disease that affects the neurones, eventually leaving the sufferer totally paralysed. As it is MND awareness week Taine, Seth along with their mum Lisa will be selling official MND merchandise to raise much needed funds to help the sufferers and for research. They will have toy puppies for sale for $5, pens for $2 and cornflower pins for $2.

Thank you very much for your support.
UNIFORM SALE
Girls green pleated sports skirt
Sizes 8, 10, 12 & 14
Green sports trackpants
Size 10 & XS
Limited stock
$10 per item

SCHOOL FETE AND MARKET DAY – 24th May, 2014

Our annual event “Handmade & Homegrown in the Hawkesbury” is our major fundraiser for the year. It is a great opportunity for the whole school to get involved and help.

Here are a few ways you can get involved:

STALLHOLDER – If you or someone you know makes or grows items, why not get a stall. Contact Brooke on 0417232477 for more information.

WRISTBANDS – To help with raising funds buy a wristband for your children. This gives them UNLIMITED rides on all the rides. Pre-purchased $20, on the day $25.

VOLUNTEERS – To make the day successful we need a lot of volunteers on the day. Call at the front office for a note if you can volunteer.

DONATIONS – Items can be donated to be used on the day. These include cans of drink, bottled water, bacon and eggs. For the tea and coffee stall we will also need donations of cakes or slices. Notes are available at the front office to fill in.

A big way you can help is to come on the day. There will be plenty of stalls, fun activities and entertainment.
Hope to see you all there.

CANTEEN NEWS

The Evergreen Café is our lunch provider. These lunch orders can be placed Monday-Friday but all lunch orders have to be in the tub in the office foyer by 9am. If you need a lunch order price list please ask at the front office or the price list can be found on the school website www.windsor-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
STUDENT BANKING

School banking is every Tuesday!

CLOTHING POOL

The Clothing Pool will be opened for sales on the following days:
Wednesday 8.30-9.00am
Friday 8.30-9.00am
If you have any uniforms that no longer fit, please consider sending them to the Clothing Pool.
Please ring Kylie 0416274804 or Lisa 0403015423 for other times

FOR YOUR DIARY

Saturday 24th May - Handmade and Homegrown

The school office is open from 8.30am until 3.00pm.
Uniform purchases 8.30am to 2.45pm

LAST DAYS FOR PAYMENT

Now due - Voluntary Contributions
Friday 30th May - $20 deposit Year 5 & 6 Great Aussie Bush Camp
Friday 19th September - Final payment Year 5 & 6 Great Aussie Camp

COMMUNITY NEWS

The good and the bad of digital technology for kids – Parenting Ideas by Michael Grose

The jury is still out as to the educational benefits, or otherwise, of digital technology for children – and until a clearer picture emerges parental vigilance is paramount, writes Karen Fontaine. Like moths to a flame, 21st-century children gravitate to touchscreen-enabled tablets and mobiles – so much so, that a study across Australia, New Zealand, the US and Britain found more two- to five-year-olds are able to manipulate apps than tie their shoelaces or ride a bike. However, given the relative infancy of these devices – and hence a dearth of studies into the effects on children of their long-term use – it’s becoming increasingly difficult for parents to decipher which apps stand to actually maximise their children’s learning. ‘We are still beginning to understand the possibilities that new technologies like iPads can have on experiences that engender learning for children,’ says Dr Denise Chapman, a lecturer at Monash University and an early-childhood specialist for more than a decade in the US and Australia. Dr Chapman points to research from
Dr Jackie Marsh of the University of Sheffield, who said that 'these virtual worlds are fast becoming a part of the online landscape of play for young children and rather than dismiss them as irrelevant, or deride them as potentially harmful environments, academics and educators need to examine their affordances more closely in order to identify what children gain from their playful engagement in these worlds and how their experiences can be built upon in early years settings and schools'. It is through play that children learn, Dr Chapman says, and iPads 'just happen to be a part of, and compatible with, children's play'. Still, according to two surveys of US teachers released late last year, there is a widespread belief among teachers that students' constant use of digital technology is hampering their attention spans and ability to persevere in the face of challenging tasks. Scholars who study the role of media in society say no long-term studies have been done that adequately show how – and if – student attention span has changed because of the use of digital technology. But, as The New York Times reported, 'there is mounting indirect evidence that constant use of technology can affect behaviour, particularly in developing brains, because of heavy stimulation and rapid shifts in attention'.

Dr Jordy Kaufman, a senior research fellow at the Swinburne University of Technology, is looking into the effects of tablet use in 140 three- to seven-year-olds. He has found that tablet use has no negative effects on executive function, which is the cognitive ability to exercise control and manage tasks such as planning and problem solving. He has also found that, for some children, touchscreens appear to motivate and enhance learning rather than hinder it. Dr Kaufman’s results indicate that calm, creative activities on the touchscreen, such as painting, were similar to their ‘real world’ counterparts in that they ‘do not seem to adversely affect children’s behaviour or attention in the short term’. Kristy Goodwin, director of www.everychancetolearn.com.au and a lecturer at Macquarie University, says her own research into the 150,000+ ‘educational’ apps available on iTunes found 72 per cent are aimed at toddlers and preschoolers, the majority of them promoting rote learning (a memorisation technique based on repetition). However, she says iPads are not an ideal tool for rote learning and young children are better off using apps that stimulate creative expression, language development and problem solving. ‘In an ideal world, parents should be using iPads to enhance their children’s communication skills and opportunities for creativity,’ Dr Goodwin says. ‘When they are not being used as a digital babysitter or a digital pacifier, there is a lot of upside to using them in the right way.’

In her book Screen Time, journalist Lisa Guernsey lays out a framework – which she calls the three Cs – for thinking about media consumption: content, context, and your child. She poses a series of questions such as ‘Do you think the content is appropriate?’ and ‘Is screen time a relatively small part of your child’s interaction with you and the real world?’, and she suggests tailoring your rules to the answers, child by child.

All apps are not created equal

‘So many apps have been designed not by educators but by 20-something app developers and there is no real scrutiny (as to their educational benefits) before they are put in the educational category. All iTunes does is check for inappropriate language or links to inappropriate websites,’ says Kristy Goodwin, director of www.everychancetolearn.com.au. ‘That said, there are some fantastic apps and
they can be the most amazing tools when used in developmentally appropriate ways.’

Here, Kristy lists her top five apps (as of August 2013):

1. **Toontastic** – ‘This app comes highly recommended. It is a creative app that allows users to draw, animate and share their own cartoons through imaginative play. Press the record button, move characters onscreen, and record your narration! Toontastic will play back the animation and voice as a cartoon for users to share on ToonTube. Suitable for children aged 3+ years.’

2. **My Story-Book Maker** – ‘This app allows young children the opportunity to create their own digital stories with ease. Students can draw their own pictures, take photos with the built-in camera and record their voice. The finished story can be emailed or uploaded online. This is a wonderful app to develop children’s capacity to reflect. For example, it can be used to annotate and describe digital photos after a visit to the zoo or after a holiday. Suitable for 3- to 12-year-olds.’

3. **Play School Art Maker** – ‘This free app is ideal for Australian children familiar with *Play School*. Using this app, students can create movies and drawings using Play School characters. This app supports creative play, social interaction and language development. Suitable for children aged 3 to 5 years.’

4. **Draw and Tell HD – by Duck Duck Moose** – ‘This app allows children to create a digital artwork and simultaneously records their voice as they draw. Then it saves both the artwork as well as their verbal narration to your device’s photo album. All of the on-screen movement is captured as a short video with your child’s voice narrating. Suitable for 3 to 8 year olds. An excellent app for developing creative expression and language skills.’

5. **Kids Flash Card Maker** – ‘This creative app allows children (and parents) to make their own interactive flashcards. Insert your own photographs using your camera roll or camera app, record your own voice and videos as well. Suitable for children aged 3+ years. A great way to use this app is to create a ‘morning routine’ chart using the app and take photos and videos of children performing their daily tasks to get ready in the morning.’

**Beware the ‘pass-back effect’**

You see it in cafes and shopping malls everywhere and now it has a name– the ‘pass-back effect’. It’s where parents hand their mobile device to their child to pacify, placate or simply please them. Dr Joanne Orlando, a lecturer in education at the University of Western Sydney, is researching how apps contribute to children’s learning. She wrote in *The Sydney Morning Herald* that giving a child a mobile phone every time you want them to be quiet can be ‘as detrimental to their development as giving them a lolly each time they throw a tantrum’. ‘Consistently demanding children disengage with the world around them and expecting them to be quiet all the time limits their opportunities to learn how to engage confidently with society,’ Dr Orlando wrote. ‘It teaches them that they are not important. They may be having fun using a device, but the message is subliminal. We should develop the skills of children to use mobile technologies as valuable learning tools. They are fast becoming a way of life for young people, and it’s our responsibility to ensure that children use them in a way that helps them reach their potential.’
Grandmums and mums at school